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Abstract

This paper investigates the relationship between the volatility of

a firm's cash flow patterns and the randomness of its systematic risk.

The findings indicate the existence of a set of intricate relationships

between systematic risk and a firm's operating, financing, and liquidity

management policies. Also, it appears that an analysis of the various

components of a firm's cash flows can provide a convenient mechanism for

improving ex ante estimates of systematic risk.





Cash Flow Volatility and Random Systematic Risk

I. Introduction

Since the development of the Sharpe-Lintner-Black [33, 25, 5]

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) over a decade ago, the concept of

systematic risk or beta has become an integral component of financial

theory. For exanrole, several widely used textbooks in the field of

managerial finance [7, 9, 10, 13, 16, 21, 34, 41, 43] indicate that

systematic risk should play a crucial role in determining a firm's

required rate of return. In deriving an estimate for a firm's beta,

several textbooks have suggested the use of the single-index market

model given in equation (1)

.

R.
,

= a. + g.R + e

.

(1)i,t i i m,t i,t v '

In equation (1), R. is the t-th period's return on firm i; a. is an
i , t l

intercept term; 6. is the i-th firm's beta; R is the t-th period's
i m, t

return on market; and e. is a residual error term for period t.
i,t v

During the last few years, several papers have investigated the

determinants of a firm's beta. See, for example, [2, 3, 4, 8, 26, 27,

and 40]. Myers [29] has reviewed some of these studies and has noted a

limitation in using cross-sectional regression analysis to explain

levels of systematic risk. That is, cross-sectional analysis overlooks

cyclicality or, more specifically, the covariance between changes in

a firm's earnings and the earnings of the overall economy or "market".

Indeed, Myers found that cyclicality, earnings variability, financial

leverage, and growth are significant in determining beta.
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Recently, Fabozzi and Francis [12], Lee and Chen [24], and Sunder

[36] have argued that some form of Theil and Mannes' [39] random coef-

ficient model (RCM) (see also Theil [38] and Judge, et al. [22]) may-

specify the market model, equation (1), more effectively. These studies

have introduced another dimension to systematic risk: its randomness

over time.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the relationship

between the volatility of a firm's cash flow patterns and the random-

ness of its systematic risk. Two statistical procedures will be used

to explain this relationship. First, using Sunder' s technique [36],

this paper will investigate the stationarity of systematic risk for

a sample of 114 corporations randomly selected from the Fortune 1000

[15]. Second, through multivariate and univariate analysis of variance

(MANOVA and ANOVA, respectively), tests will be performed to check

for a statistical relationship between randomness in systematic risk and

the volatility of corporate cash flows over time. Section II provides

a discussion of random coefficient models, and the techniques used to

measure cash flow variability will be given in Section III. Next

Section IV discusses hypotheses, data, and statistical procedures;

this will be followed by the results of the study in Section V. A

summary of the paper and its conclusions are given in Section VI.

II. Random Coefficients Models

Traditional use of the market model in equation (1) assumes that

£ . is a fixed coefficient. Under these conditions ordinary least
i

squares (OLS) procedures can provide an unbiased and consistent esti-

mator for a firm's systematic risk. Although a specific OLS estimate
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of 6. may fluctuate around its true value, the variance of 3. will

approach zero as the estimation sample size increases. On the other

hand, if systematic risk is assumed to be a random coefficient, (3.

will have a defined variance, and- this variance will_not approach...,:^

zero even if the estimation sample size approaches infinity.

The Theil-Mannes RCM [39] is given in equation (2):

y
t

= B
t
x + e

t
(2)

where

and

~
€t~ _
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[e 3
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s s
= 0, t^s,

+ v
In the RCM, y and x represent the t-th deviations from their respec-

tive means, and 6 is assumed to fluctuate over t around a true value,

2
8, with variance, cr . The error term, £ , is independent over t

p t

and identically distributed, with mean zero .and finite variance. Similar

conditions also apply to the error term, ty . Finally, E and V are the

expectation and variance operators, respectively.

Recently, Fabozzi and Francis [12] used the Theil-Mannes RCM to

investigate randomness in systematic risk using the single-index

Hildreth and Houck [20] have suggested that missing variables

in the specification of a linear model can provide a rationale for

using a RCM rather than a fixed coefficient model. Thus recent evidence

regarding arbitrage pricing theory [31], as well as the existence of

excess risk-adjusted returns derived through firm size or P/E trading

rules [1, 30] is consistent with a RCM specification.
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market model. Unfortunately the Theil-Mannes RCM implicitly imposes

a restriction that the model's intercept term is zero.

2
Sunder [36] has developed an alternative RCM. Not only does

his model include an intercept term, it is a general model of the

stochastic generating process for systematic risk. That is, the pro-

cess can range from a mean reverting form to a random walk model.

Given the fact that one cannot theoretically or empirically justify

the exclusion of an intercept term from either the single- index market

model or excess return form of the CAPM, Sunder 's RCM appears superior

to the Theil-Mannes approach. Also, based upon Blume's evidence [6]

that betas tend to regress toward one, the mean reverting version of

3
Sunder's model has strong intuitive appeal. Accordingly, this study

will apply Sunder's RCM under the assumption of a mean reverting pro-

cess in order to test randomness in individual firms' systematic risk.

III. Cash Flow Variability

4
Since the landmark work by Williams [44], financial theorists

and practitioners have accepted the inextricable link between value

9
For sake of brevity a detailed presentation of Sunder s RCM will

not be given here; however, the interested reader is referred to

[36].

3
In [36], Sunder used the random walk version of his RCM. Our

study is concerned with beta randomness and not the level of systematic
risk per se . An analysis indicated that our random coefficient betas'

t-values are almost identical under either the mean reverting or random
walk models

.

4
For an excellent discussion of cash flow valuation analysis in

the context of the CAPM, see [14].
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and future cash flows. This section will discuss a methodology to assess

the variability of five components of a firm's cash flow. These components

are derived from a "sources and uses" of -cash format given in Helfert- - .-^_ - =

[19, p. 15]. A simplified- version o-f-Helr-erc's -model is -given In —-----»-•--—-—

Table 1. As seen there, the model has five major sources and/or uses

Table 1

of cash: Net Operating Funds Flow (NOFF) , Net Financial Funds Flow

(NFFF) , Capital Expenditures (CEXP) , Dividends (DIV) , and Changes in

Cash and Marketable Securities (AC).
, Also the sum

NOFF + NFFF - CEXP - DIV - AC, must always equal zero; this results

from the sources = uses in nature of the model.

Although the configuration and size of the annual cash flow

components vary considerably from firm to firm, the following scenario

might be typical of a viable company operating in a stable economic or

"constant growth" environment. NOFF should provide the bulk of a firm's

total cash inflows. Based upon the tax advantages noted by Modigliani

and Miller (M&M) [28 j, these operating inflows would probably be augmented

by an increase in NFFF, primarily from net increases in short-term

and/or long-term debt. CEXP would be the principal use of the NOFF

and NFFF sources, while a relatively stable DIV level would absorb

a portion of the cash inflows. Finally, AC would serve as a "swing"

variable that would provide a liquidity cushion when cash inflows are

short and a reserve for excess funds when they are flush. Clearly

seasonality complicates the timing and synchronization of cash flows.

Spies [35] has used a similar format to analyze in a partial ad-
justment framework the sources for and uses of a firm's capital budget,
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However, by focusing on year to year changes in these five cash flow

components, seasonality effects should be minimal.

If one assumes a steady-state environment, it seems reasonable

that the ratio of each of the annual cash flow components divided by

a firm's ending total assets should be stable. (Note that this divi-

sion adjusts for firm size, and thus places large and small firms on

equal, proportional scale.) On the other hand, an unstable environment

and/or firm would require a significant juggling act on the part of

management in order to keep the five, annual cash flow components synch-

ronized. If management can offset these cash flow shortfalls over time,

one would observe significant changes in the ratios of these cash flow

components to total assets through time.

Let IL __ equal Net Operating Funds Flow from period t-1 to
NOFF,t

t (NOFF ) divided by ending Total Assets at period t (TA ) . Using

this notation, the ratio of each cash flow component to total assets

follows.

^OFF.t =
N0FV TA

t
(3)

W,t = «FFF
t
/TA

t
(4)

R
CEXP,t

= CEXP
t
/IA

t
(5)

W = DIV TA
t

(6)

R
AC,t ="V T\ (7)

Now let the change in each cash flow ratio equal AR (j = 1,...,5),

where j is an index designating the five ratios defined in equations (3)-(7)

,

respectively. These ratios are defined in equations (8) through (12).
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"^OFF.t " ^OFF.t ^OFF.t-l
= YNOFF

+ £
NOFF,t

iR
NFFF,t " ^FFF.t ^FFF.t-l ' YNFFF

+
^NFFF.t (9)

AR
CEXP,t

== R
CEXP,t

R
CEXP,t-l " YCEXP

+ e
CEXP,t

(' 10 ')

AR
DIV,t

=
"DIV.t " "DIV.t-l

= 7DIV + £
DIV,t (11)

AR
AC,t =

R
AC,t -

R
AC,t-l = ~AC

+ £
Ac,t

(12)

In equations (8) through (12), y. equals the average change in R.
J 3 »

t

(t=l,...,T). The variable, z. , is an error term for each ratio
J > t-

that occurred in period t (t=2,...,T); e . is simply the difference
3 j

*-

between AR. and y • Clearly, important economic information related

to the relative size and variability of cash flow is contained in each

Y.. It is hypothesized that the variables, v. (j=l,...,5), will be

significantly related to the instability of systematic risk.

IV. Hypotheses, Data, and Statistical Procedures

Hypotheses

This research will focus upon two hypotheses :

1. For many firms, systematic risk is unstable.

2. Random systematic risk is directly linked to cash flow

instability.

First , using a sample of 114 firms selected randomly from the 1980

edition of the Fortune 1,000 [15], it will test whether these corpora-

tions' measures of systematic risk are stable. The betas will be

estimated using 60 monthly returns obtained over a five year period

covering January 1975 through December 1979. Second, using five indices
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of cash flow instability, y. (j = 1,...,5) defined in equations (8)-(12),

respectively, it will attempt to identify a statistical link between

cash flow volatility and beta randomness. The cash flow instability

components will also be calculated over the period, January 1975 through

December 1979.

Data

As noted earlier, 114 corporations were randomly selected from the

Fortune 1000. To be included in the sample, each corporation must have

been listed on both the COMPUSTAT Annual Industrial and University of

Chicago's CRSP monthly return tapes. Also, it was necessary that each

company have a December 31 fiscal year-end. This allowed the betas and

cash flow volatility measures for all companies to be estimated over the

same sixty month period. Using these criteria, thirty companies were

selected from each quartile in the Fortune 1000. That is, thirty were

selected from companys ranked 1 through 250, 251 through 500, etc.

Unfortunately, due to data availability, only 24 companies ranked

751-1000 met the sample selection criteria. Thus the data are slightly

biased toward larger firms. The sample firms and their Fortune

rankings are given in Appendix A.

Data used to construct Helfert's funds flow statements were ob-

tained from Standard and Poor's COMPUSTAT Annual Industrial files.

The CRSP monthly return files provided the data for estimating Sunder 's

random coefficient model. The value weighted, dividend inclusive

Fisher Index served as a proxy for the market.
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Statistical Procedures

The principal technique used in this study was MANOVA using three

classification categories based -upon the probability -that a corpora--.'----- --

tion's beta is not. stable... --Using Sunder 1

s- -approach "["36*] ,' "a one-talle'-d

t-test determines if one can reject the null hypothesis that a firm's

beta is stable.

The first step in the analysis was to calculate a random coefficient

beta and t-value for. .each., firm in the sample--. -Based upon-this 't-value"--"-*"

one can assess the probability of instability. If the t-value falls in

zone 1 in Figure 1, one cannot reject the stable systematic risk hypo-

I -if-~--.w -:'

Figure 1

thesis at a significance level of 5 percent. Firms falling in this

zone will be in the stable beta category. In contrast, if a firm's

random coefficient t-value falls in zone 2, one can be relatively con-

fident that systematic risk is not stable. Zone 2 corporations will

be classified in a second category indicating relative instability.

Finally, if the t-value falls in zone -3, one can reject the -stable beta

hypothesis with a significance level of 1 percent. - -Firms, in zone 3 will

be classifed in a third category indicating instability in systematic

risk.

V. Results

The results of the random systematic risk classification analysis

are given in Appendix A and Table 2. Appendix A provides the name of

each company, its Fortune 1000 ranking, and its systematic risk category.

Table 2 gives a summary of the Appendix and also breaks down the systematic

risk categories by firm size.
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Table 2

Several interesting trends appear in the data. First, larger firms

tend to have more stable betas, while smaller firms' betas are more ran-

dom. Second, roughly 60 percent of the entire sample had stable system-

atic risk during the late 1970 's. However, measures of systematic risk

for approximately 40 percent are random.

The results in Table 3 provide evidence that links cash flow in-

stability and random systematic. Panel A gives the reults for multi-

Table 3

variate tests of all five v's. This analysis [37, pp. 157-170] tests

the following null hypothesis:

H0'

where

r = r
1 2

r.

YN0FF,i

NFFF.i

CEXP.i

I YDIV.i

yAC.i

(13)

(i = 1.....3)

The tendency for smaller firms to have more random levels of

systematic risk potentially sheds some light on an anomoly recently de-

tected by Banz [1] and Reinganum [30], who found that smaller firms

tend to have higher risk adjusted returns vis-a-vis larger firms. If,

as indicated in Table 2, there is greater uncertainty regarding the

proper level of risk adjustment or beta for smaller firms, investors

would demand higher returns. To the extent that this randomness in sys-

tematic risk may not be diversified away, due to thinness of the equity

market for and/or a lack of adequate information on smaller companies,

investors should receive excess returns. See [1, p. 17].
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ls a vector containing five average cash flow variability components for

firms in systematic risk category i (1=1,..., 3). This null hypothesis

states that the cash flow volatility—vectors are the same across all

systematic risk categories, .. .. - _-.t_

Based upon statistics developed by Hotelling and Wilks (see [37]),

it is possible to derive "approximate" F-values of the hypothesis given

in (13) . As seen in Panel A, neither F-value indicates that there is

a significant difference -in-the £*- -vectors at the 10 percent levelr"

Panel B contains the results of univariate analysis of variance

across individual cash flow variability components. The F-values for

the five components indicate that changes in relative levels of NOFF,

NFFF, and AC are statistically related to randomness in systematic risk

at the 3.8, 7.5, and 2.4 percent levels, respectively. In^view of

"operating cash flow" nature of M&M's [28] risk class definition, as

well as Hamada's [17, 18] work integrating M&M's debt related tax

shields within the CAPM, the relationships between NOFF and NFFF pro-

portional changes and random systematic risk are theoretically sound

and are not surprising. The significance of the AC liquidity variable

is also intuitively plausible, and points out a direct link between

working capital/ liquidity policy actions and random systematic risk, "-a;

There does not appear to be a strong link between random systematic

risk and changes in capital expenditures or dividend policy. Given the

long-run nature of both capital expenditure and dividend policies,

these results are not surprising. In other words, in the absence of

extraordinary events, the relative level of both capital expansion
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and dividends does not change. However, it appears that the way in

which these cash outflows are funded has a direct impact on the ran-

domness of systematic risk.

Based upon the ANOVA results an alternative multivariate test similar

to the one described in equation (13) was performed. However, only three

average cash flow variability components were used: Y.t^t-t- •> Y^rrr •»° NOFF,i NFFF,i

and y.« • (i=l,...,3). The results of this test are reported in Panel C
'AC,x

of Exhibit 4. Based upon both the Hotelling and Wilks statistics, one

can reject the hypothesis that the T. (i=l,...,3) are similar across

the i-th categories of systematic risk at the 5 percent level. On this

basis, there is a direct link between random systematic risk and cor-

porate operating, financing, and liquidity related cash flow instability.

Table 4 provides insight into the nature of how the means and

standard deviations of the cash flow variability components in Panel C

of Table 3 change across the beta randomness categories, although

absolute size of these y's is relatively small.

Table 4

Similar results were also found by Spies [35].

3 _
Although the y variables defined in equations (8) through (12)

represent the average change in each cash flow component divided by

ending total assets, each y incorporates only the net change between

the last and first cash flow return. (The others washout in the aver-

aging process.) This emphasis on the first and last period potentially

biases the results of this study. However, this bias is diminished by

the fact that all firm's betas and cash flows are measured over the same

time period. Thus, all firms were subjected to the same peaks, troughs,

and dips in the business cycle and "market" trends. Major trends in the

economy had the potential to affect all firms in the same, systematic

fashion. However, many corporations would clearly exhibit cash flow

characteristics that do not move in lockstep with the business cycle.

Because these results reported in this study capture deviations from

systematic trends in the business and market cycles, any potential bias

introduced by an emphasis on beginning and ending cash flow characteristics

is attenuated.
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All the beta randomness categories on average experienced a decline

in the proportion of net operating cash flows to total assets, and the

size of .the decline is- positively- related -to - the degree~-of- sy.s-tema-tlc~'r±skr—

randomness. As one compares the v mean*-tier financial cash" flow-variability"""^
"

components across randomness categories, stable betas firms experienced

an increase in net financing inflows. This is in direct contrast to the

moderately random firms, which on average saw almost no change in finan-

cing patterns, and -the random beta firms experienced a large Increase In "-

financing inflows. Contrasting trends also appear in the liquidity

variables. On average, the stable firms experienced very little change

in their cash and marketable securities cash flow patterns. However,

the random systematic risk firms saw a decline in liquid assets.

Additional insights regarding trends across the randomness categories

are revealed when one compares the operating, financing, and liquidity

volatility vis-a-vis averages for the entire sample. Regarding the

stable beta firms, average decreases in relative operating cash flows

were negative, but they were less than the norm for the entire sample.

At the same time, increases in financing cash flows were also less

than the sample average. Finally, although the average sample firm

drew upon its liquidity reserves, the stable beta corporations :o.n:"'——'^

-

average added to liquid assets.

Regarding the moderately random beta corporations, on average,

oprating cash flow decreases were slightly larger than the sample

average, but the companies were much less dependent upon financial

inflows. However, decreases in liquidity reserves appeared co bridge

the gap between cash flow sources and uses. In contrast, the random
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beta firms appeared to have endured the worst of all possibilities.

Compared with sample norms, operating and liquidity cash flow de-

creases, as well as financial inflows increases, were all bigger than

samp 1 e ave ra ge s

.

The results of this study indicate that randomness in systematic

risk will be affected by net changes in net cash flows from sales, ex-

penses, and changes in working capital, financing sources and uses, and

cash and marketable securities balances. On balance, these results point"

to a set of intricate relationships between systematic risk and a firm's

operating, financing, and liquidity management policies. They indicate

a crucial need by corporate managers to integrate and balance continuously

long-run capital investment, financing, and dividend decisions with short-

term working capital management and liquidity policies.

VI. Summary and Conclusions

Since the development of the Sharpe-Lintner-Black [3 3, 25, 5]

CAPM, the concept of systematic risk has become part of accepted

finance orthodoxy. Recently several studies [12, 24, 36] have indi-

cated that systematic risk may be random. The purpose of this paper

was twofold. First, using a sample of 114 corporations drawn at ran-

dom for the 1980 version of the Fortune 1000, this study tested for a

randomness in systematic risk over a 60 month period covering January

1975 through December 1979. Analysis of these firms' betas indicated

that approximately 60 percent were stable, while 40 percent exhibited

some degree of randomness. Second, using the results of the random

systematic risk analysis, an attempt was made to derive a statistical

link between three categories of systematic risk randomness and five
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variables which measure cash flow volatility. The five variables were

derived from an analytical technique described by Helfert [19]. The

variables measure volatility of net cas-h -flows -from operations-and---

changes in working capital, -financing-, decisions -and- fixed-coverage ^^ Ĵr-*B6 "

expenses, capital expenditures, dividends, and changes in cash and mar-

ketable securities. Each of the cash volatility measures was adjusted

for firm size. Multivariate and univariate analysis of variance indi-

cated that three cash .flow .volatility measures- were statistically -re- • * ~

lated to randomness of systematic risk; two, related to capital expen-

ditures and dividends, were not. This does not imply that capital ex-

penditures and dividend policies are unrelated to systematic risk.

Instead it appears that there is long-run stability in both dividend

and capital expenditure cash flows, and thus the ratios of the cash

uses relative to asset size do not change significantly through time.

On the other hand, the stability of these cash outflows indicates a

recurring need for cash, even in periods of earnings downturns and/or

net working capital increases.

On balance the results point to a set of intricate relationships

between randomness of systematic risk and a firm's operating, fi-

nancing, and liquidity .management policies. ..F.urther, these policies ^ - -----

are simultaneously determined and must be congruent with long-run

corporate capital expenditure and dividend policies.

Recently a number of authors [6, 11, 23, 32, 42] have addressed

themselves to the issue of the accuracy of "historical betas," and

how these measures of systematic risk can be improved tc form better

ex ante betas. The results of this study indicate that randomness in
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systematic risk is directly linked with variability in cash flow. This

link between random betas and cash flow variability is not a simple one.

Instead this relationship is dependent upon (1) the simultaneous

interactions of operating, financing, and liquidity policies and

results, and (2) how well these policies and their outcomes conform

to the long-run capital expansion and dividend policies of a firm.

There also appears to be a relationship between the degree of beta

randomness and the severity of changes in operating, financing, and

liquidity policies needed to bridge the gap between sources and uses

of cash flow. This tends to highlight a critical need to balance con-

tinuously short-term and long-run managerial policies. Finally, it ap-

pears that an analysis of the various components of a firm's cash flows

can provide a convenient mechanism for improving ex ante estimates of

a corporation's systematic risk.
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Table 1

A Simplified Version of Helfert's
Funds Flow Analysis

Operating
Flows

:

Financial
Flows

:

Operating Inflows*

less: Operating Outflows **

less

:

less: Discretionary
Flows

:

less: Liquidity
Flows

Net Operating Funds Flow

Financial Inflows***

Financial Outflows **** Net Financial Funds Flow

Capital Expenditures

Dividends*****

Ending Cash and
Marketable Securities

less: Beginning Cash and

Marketable Securities A Cash & Marketable Securities

* Operating Inflows include revenue and other income sources. Also

included are sources of funds from. certain operating or working

capital accounts, for. .example, decreases -*±n--accounts -receivable

or inventories, increases in. wages .and accounts payable, etc.

** Operating Outflows include all operating expenses except depre-

ciation. Also included are uses of funds for certain operating

or working capital accounts ,-rfoi;-:;examplH, 3in.creases-.:iir aocounts

receivable .or inventories, decreases in sages and accounts

payable, etc.

*** Financial Inflows include sources of funds from debt and equity

issues, i.e., increases in short-term and long-term debt and

proceeds from the sale of various categories of equity, etc.

**** Financial Outflows include uses of funds associated with debt

and equity accounts, i.e., interest and fixed coverage expenses,

repayment of short-term and long-term debt, purchase of treasury

stock, etc.

***** Dividends incorporate all forms of common and preferred stock

dividends

.
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Table 2

Random Systematic Risk Category by Firm Size

t of

Firms

30

Cate
(St

J_

20

gory 1

able)

%

Category 2

(Moderately)
(Random)

Cate

(Ra

_£

6

gory 3

ndom)
Fortune Ranking _1

4

% /o

66.67% 13.33%1 - 250 20 %

251 - 500 30 23 76.67% 4 13.33% 3 10 %

501 - 750 30 18 60 % 7 23.33% 5 16.67%

751 - 1,000 24 9 37.5% 6 25 % 9 37.5 %

Total 114 70 61.4% 21 18.42% 23 20.18%

?/

Stable Random
Firms % // Firms %

70 61.4% 44 38.6%



Table 3

Results of Cash Flow Instability - Random Systematic
Risk Analysis

Multivariate Test of Significance
Using All Five y's

P

A
N A
E

L

Test Name

Hotelling T'

Wilks A

Value

.144 7

.8702

Approximate F

1.53

1.54

Significant F

.129

.126

Univariate Analysis of Variance

Variable

YN0FF

Hypeitheisis Mean

.00204

Square Error Mean Square

.00060

F

Signif.
of

f

p 3.38 .038

A YNFFF
.00216 .00081 2.66 .075

N E YCEXP
.00001 .00001 1.58 .211

E YDIV
.00032 .00023 1.39 .254

L YAC
.00143 .00037 3.85 .024

p

A
N

E

L

Test Name

Hotelling T
2

Wilks A

Multivariate Test_ of Significance
Using YN0FF , YNFpF , and y ac

Value Approximate F

.1348 2.43

.8782 2.44

Significance of F

.027

.027



Table 4

Average Cash Flow Variability Measures by

Systematic Risk Categories

Randomness YNOFF,

i

YNFFF,i YAC,i

Category (a) (a) (a)

i = 1

(stable)

(n=70)

-3.818 E-3

(.0285)

8.350 E-3

(.0322)

.232 E-3

(.0210)

i - 2

(Moderately)
(Random)

(n=21)

-9.417 E-3

(.0182)

.821 E-3

(.0213)

-10.964 E-3

(.0144)

i = 3

(Random)

(n=23)

-19.043 E-3-

(.0138)

20.239 E-3

(.0211)

-9.076 E-3

(.0172)

Total for

sample

(n-114)

-7.921 E-3

(.0250)

9.362 E-3

(.0290)

-3.708 E-3

(.0197)
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